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Introduction to Soku Swap
Soku Swap is a decentralized exchange that lives on Ethereum Network and the Binance Smart Chain. It
uses automated market maker smart contracts to create liquidity pools of both ERC-20 tokens and
BEP-20 tokens. This allows users to trade using an algorithm versus an order book used on conventional
exchanges. Prices are determined using the formula x*y=k(x coins of token X and y coins of token Y, and
always maintains the invariant that x∗y=k for some constant k), and this ensures reserves stay in relative
equilibrium. Soku Swap reserves are pooled among liquidity providers who supply the exchange with
tokens in exchange for a share of the transaction fee. Soku Swap utilizes registry contracts to facilitate
exchange between different currencies. The system mechanics ensure trades between cryptocurrencies
are based on their relative supply.

The platform is easy to use, supports privacy, and offers lower gas fees. Soku Swap is designed for
traders and performs exceptionally well as a component of other smart contracts that require guaranteed
on-chain liquidity.

This whitepaper describes the mechanics that work behind the scenes at Soku Swap.

The Exchange

Creating Exchanges
SokuFactory.sol is the smart contract where all the magic happens. It creates exchanges for each trading
pair on Soku Swap. The public function createPair()allows any user to deploy an exchange contract for
any pair of ERC20 or BEP20 tokens that do not already have one. The code below shows how the
exchange is executed.

Lower Gas Fees
Soku swap is designed with gas efficiency at its core. Using the AMM smart contracts we're able to lower
gas fees to 10% of normal exchanges. This gas efficiency is replicated in nearly all swaps between
supported cryptocurrencies on the platform. Soku Swap has significant gas reductions compared to
on-chain order book exchanges. And due to the higher fees on the ETH Network due to the massive
recent interest in NFT's, the ability to make swaps on the Binance Smart Chain, allows you to make
trades with even lower fees.

Our Features

Flash Loans
Soku Swap flash loans are not only for developers but for everyone using the platform. They allow users
to borrow any available amount of assets without depositing collateral, as long as the liquidity is returned
to the protocol within one block transaction. The most popular applications of flash loans are in arbitrages,
where a user takes advantage of price disparities across exchanges like PancakeSwap or Uniswap.
Moreover, Soku Swap incorporates AI technology to assist traders and developers to see if a trade is
profitable or not before starting.



Soku Swap Boxes
The crypto space is full of tokens, both good and bad. At times, it gets difficult for users to understand
where to invest. Swap Boxes are a brand-new concept introduced by Soku Swap to help users include
investment-worthy tokens in their portfolio. Each week, the team goes through a list of the top
gainers/most swapped and most traded tokens on exchanges. Each token is verified and thoroughly
researched before including it in the Swap Boxes. Users need to buy a package, ranging from $50 -
$1000 and select the number of tokens they wish to receive. The goal is to help traders and investors
expand their portfolios without putting in extra research work.

Soku Token Rating
While the crypto space is filled with scammy and legit tokens, Soku Swap ensures its users have a way to
identify the legitimacy of a project. The team goes through the white paper of each token listed on Soku
Swap and gives a percentage score based on various other factors, like team, community, development
roadmap, etc. A user can review the score and choose a token accordingly.

Community: The community of a project dictates a lot when it comes to its validity and strength in the
industry, we go through the communities and score each token accordingly

Contract Code: Ensuring the project is well audited and the codes used are safe and secure can make a
difference when scoring each token.

Funding: The revenue coming into a project is important to see whether the project is able to conduct
their operations and execute the plans they have put forth for their community.

Team: The members play a massive role in the validity of a project. A strong team can demonstrate their
presence in the industry.

Liquidity: Liquidity ensures market stability, transaction times and a fair price system for all investors. We
check to see if all these points have been addressed.

Sellability: Many scam projects do not allow their investors to sell the tokens, we check the whitepapers
of the projects to ensure each investor has the ability to sell the tokens they hold.

Crypto Education
The way to mass adoption of cryptocurrencies is through education. Soku Swap is at the forefront of
educating anyone interested in learning about crypto, exchange platforms, and blockchain technology
with the help of short videos and easy-to-understand articles. Many platforms forgo the importance of
education and lack the incentive of providing their users with accurate information of how the industry
works. The lack of sufficient information about cryptocurrency and how it works, hinders the growth of the
DeFi field. To bridge this information gap, our goal is to ensure complete transparency so that users are
able to make informed decisions. In order to incentivise education and mass crypto adoption we provide
users with rewards for attending these lessons and for every successful referral, in the form of SOKU
tokens.The more they learn, the more they earn.

Round the Clock Customer Services
The crypto world is plagued with poor customer service and long waiting hours, exchanges take
a lot of time to answer users’ questions and even longer, months or sometimes years, to create
solutions and solve their problems. Soku Swap addresses this concern by offering a live chat
service option to the platform users. The feature is available 24 hours a day for 365 days and
can be accessed from any part of the world.



Liquidity Pools

Adding Liquidity
Adding liquidity involves putting an equivalent value of either ETH & ERC20 or BNB & BEP20 tokens into
the related exchange contract. The first liquidity providers determine the initial exchange rate by
depositing what they think is comparable to the coin and tokens value. If the initial rate is low, arbitrage
traders will bring the rate to equilibrium at the initial providers' expense.

Removing Liquidity
Liquidity providers can opt to burn their liquidity tokens to withdraw their contributions in the pool. BNB
withdrawal is calculated by

bnbWithdrawn=bnbPool(amountBurned / totalAmount)

tokensWithdrawn=tokenPool(amountBurned / totalAmount)

BEP20 tokens and BNB tokens are withdrawn according to the market's prevailing rates, not the rates at
the time of investment. This implies some value can be gained or lost due to fluctuations in the market
and arbitrage. Fee taken on trades is added to liquidity pools without minting new liquidity tokens.

Liquidity Tokens
Soku Swap liquidity tokens(SOKU LP) represent the provider's contribution to the liquidity pool. They are
ERC20 coins or BEP20 tokens, depending on which chain they provided liquidity on. These tokens allow
liquidity providers to sell their liquidity or transfer them between accounts without impacting liquidity in
pools.

Liquidity tokens are minted and sent to the addresses of liquidity providers. They represent the providers'
contribution to a pool. These tokens are highly divisible and can be burned at any time to return a
proportional share of the market to the providers. Providers deposit into reserves and mint new liquidity
tokens.

The BNB sent to the function determines the number of liquidity tokens minted. The formula below
calculates minted tokens

amountMinted=totalAmount(bnbDeposited / bnbPool)

Depositing BNB into reserves calls for depositing an equivalent value of BEP20 tokens as well. Tokens
deposited is calculated by the formula

tokensDeposited=tokenPool(bnbDeposited / bnbPool)

Liquidity Earnings
Suko Swap does not charge a platform fee. The trading fee is as low as 0.25%, with 0.17% going to the
liquidity providers. This value is split between all liquidity providers based on the percentage of the pool
that they provide.

Trading Fees
From the 0.25% of the trading fees, 0.02% goes to the Soku Swap Treasury. The amount accumulated in
the treasury is used by the team to develop the network and for improving customer support service,
while 0.01% of the amount goes for weekly rewards to the users. The remaining 0.05% is used for the
staking lock up period mentioned in the tokenomics section below.



SOKU Token and Decentralized Governance

SOKU Token
SOKU is a governance token that allows holders to vote on upcoming upgrades. Soku Swap is a
decentralized exchange made for the people, run by the people, and governed by the people. Users willl
have the ability to vote on what changes/upgrades they think we should make first.

Tokenomics
Name: Soku
Base price: $0.05 USD ($0.07 USD for Launchpad, May 15th 2021
Blockchain: BSC
Total token supply: 222,222,222
Symbol: SOKU
Total tokens available for sale: 111,111,111
Type: BEP-20
Purchase methods: BNB

Token Distribution Token Allocation

Token Lock-up Period
The equivalent value of 0.05% of all trading fees that take place on the exchange will be locked up in
SOKU Tokens every 30 days for 30 days.
These tokens will be released and a new lock up will start. As the trading volume grows, the amount of
tokens locked every 30 days will increase.



Voting
Proposals can be posted by our community members or core team members. Once the votes are in, the
proposal will go to the development team for implementation. Notices of new proposals and completed
elections will be posted on our announcement channels.

Upgrades
Suko Swap is a new platform. Even though it is one of the best-designed exchange platforms in the
market, a few months from now, it will have undergone various transformations. The good news is, Soku
Swap is designed with scalability


